MARK WARNER’S
CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN
REMORSE
Once upon a time in 2006, a dirty fucking hippie
blogger had an opportunity to ask aspiring
presidential candidate Mark Warner a few
questions. Mark Warner had just dedicated part
of a speech to talking about how Iran was the
biggest WMD threat. So with her questions, the
dirty fucking hippie blogger asked Mark Warner
how, if the NIE had said Iran was years away
from having nukes whereas Pakistan and its al
Qaeda favoring Generals and unstable government
already had nukes, Iran could be the biggest WMD
threat. Warner then listed three reasons why
Iran was the biggest WMD threat: its support of
Hezbollah and Hamas, its nutty president, and
its aspirations for hegemony in the Middle East.
“But none of those things are WMD,” the blogger
said.
Matt Bai, who observed the entire exchange,
would later blame the dirty fucking hippie’s
questions (which, after all, proved correct on
several counts and served mostly to highlight to
Warner how blindly he had embraced a popular
talking point) for single-handedly driving nice
moderate Mark Warner from the presidential race
and with him potentially the ability to succeed
as a party.
The dirty fucking hippie blogger took from that
exchange the following: 1) Mark Warner doesn’t
have the analytic ability to understand what
threatens this country 2) Matt Bai tends to
spout stupid centrist ideology even when reality
proves him wrong.
More than four years have passed since that
exchange. In that time, Warner became a centrist
Senator. As a Senator, he has been one of those
who claimed no one knew the financial crisis was
coming. And he was part of a group of centrist
Senators that stripped the too-small stimulus

bill in early 2009.
In other words, Warner continues to be unable to
identify real threats to this country. It’s in
that context–and specifically in the context of
picking a time of almost 10% unemployment to cut
the deficit–that Mark Warner chose to equate the
“far left” of his own party with the TeaBaggers.
But the question will be will the superleft on my party – the MoveOn crowd in
my party – and the Tea Party crowd on
the other party, you know, they don’t
compromise, so you know, I for one
am…you know, there were too many times I
bit my lip in the first year, or bit my
tongue…I’m done…
[snip]
But I think an equal threat to our
country’s national security is that we
don’t get our balance sheet in order.

Now, Mark Warner and his friends that maintain
the deficit as a bigger threat than a stagnant
economy are precisely what we dirty fucking
hippie bloggers point to as the problem with the
last two years. Because these centrists put
their own pet theories ahead of real analysis of
what our country needed, the legislation they
passed failed to do the job. It’s the economy,
stupid, and the economy is still so shitty at
least partly because deficit scolds like Mark
Warner cut the already too-small stimulus
package back when it could do some good.
Which is what Matt Bai fails to understand with
his piece trying to refute the theory that
Democrats failed because they catered to people
like Mark Warner.
The theory here, embraced by a lot of
the most prominent liberal bloggers and
activists, is that centrist Democrats
doomed the party when they blocked
liberals in Congress from making good on
President Obama’s promise of bold

change. Specifically, they refused to
adopt a more populist stance toward
business and opposed greater stimulus
spending and a government-run health
care plan. As a result, the thinking
goes, frustrated voters rejected the
party for its timidity.

No, Matt, you misunderstand completely (or
simply build another of your favored straw men).
The problem is not that “frustrated voters
rejected the party for its timidity.” Frustrated
voters rejected the party because its watered
down legislation didn’t do the job. And the
centrists were the ones that watered down that
legislation and made it ineffective.
And the biggest problem both Mark Warner and
Matt Bai make is in pretending that they’re
stuck in an ideology-free zone between two
extremist ideologies. Leaving aside the
TeaBaggers, whose ideology was very diverse up
until the Koch brothers made them a wholy owned
but less ideologically consistent subsidiary,
this is not about a left ideology and a right
ideology and the nice non-ideological centrists
in between. Rather, this debate is about
progressives who insist that legislation not be
compromised by a blindly ideological insistence
on things like deficit cutting, all because some
think tanker has been paid to claim that issue,
like Iran, is a greater threat than millions of
Americans losing their jobs and homes. It’s
about efficacy versus the flabby centrist
ideology that got us into this mess.
What Bai and Warner choose not to understand is
that centrism is an ideology even more stubborn
than the left or right they love to attack, but
an ideology that got us into the mess we’re in
now, both fiscally and electorally.

